IEEMA Members Directory 2004

Description: The Publication is a Directory of Member Firms of Indian Electrical & Electronics Manufacturers' Association (IEEMA). It is available in Print as well as CD version.

IEEMA is the national representative organisation of the Electrical and Professional Electronics Industry in India with over 400 member firms.

The Directory lists, in alphabetical order, names and addresses of the member firms together with details of the products manufactured and/or services undertaken in electrical, electronics and allied fields.

The products encompass raw materials, parts, components, equipment and systems used in generation, transmission, distribution and utilisation of electricity and in industrial complexes, public utilities, household services, process control, and instrumentation, industrial electronics, telecommunication, medical electronics, defence electronics, computer and software etc.

Members offer services and know how for engineering co-ordination, systems development and project engineering, for a variety of projects as also collaboration for manufacture of electrical and electronic products.

Contents: The contents are:

Section I - Industry Review
Section II - Directory of Members
Section III - Buyers' Guide
Section IV - Technical Information
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